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MY MY ` 

 

EFT Script – Self-Judgment 

Topic:  Releasing your “False Image of Yourself” 
Instructions - Close your eyes and tune into your image of yourself. Do you see yourself as capable, confident, attractive, happy, 
powerful, supported, or successful… or do you see something less? Are you worthy of a happy, healthy, and prosperous life, or have 
you made mistakes that have cost you your right to peace, happiness, abundance, and freedom? Take in a long deep breath and 
tune into where you feel you went wrong or got off-track. Perhaps you made a mistake, failed at something, or never achieved what 
you wanted to achieve. Allow all the feelings to come up around these self-judgments and repeat these words while you tap… 
 

Over the Heart: 
I am aware… that I might be judging myself…very harshly…or I might be seeing myself as less than whole… Perhaps I made 
a mistake…or I failed at something…& it cost me my time…money…love…or relationships...Maybe I don’t have what it takes 
to be happy, successful… or desirable to another…Perhaps I feel alone…unsupported…or unworthy… of having what I want. 
 

Other Side of Chest: 
I am willing to see myself differently… I am willing to forgive myself… for every time I failed… made a mistake…or attempted 
something without success… I am willing…to release all frustration… guilt… sadness… and feelings of inadequacy… 
even if I don’t know how… I ask You God… to take this from me… and heal it for me… I want to be free of all self-judgment.  
 

Center of the Chest: 
There have been times… when I wanted something badly… and when I reached out for it… or tried to make it happen…and  
I either failed… stumbled… or made mistakes… and no matter what I did… I couldn’t get there… It was beyond my reach…  
I might have judged myself harshly…for what I didn’t do…or couldn’t do… I might be punishing myself for my mistakes. 
 

Top of the Head: 
I release all the judgment… all the guilt…and all feelings of inadequacy…I am not mistakes…I am not my failures…I am not 
my past… I am not my appearance… I am as God created me…Eternal Spirit…Entitled to happiness…I am not this false 
image I have made…I am not my beliefs…I am not my experiences…I am as God created me…nothing else & nothing less. 
 

Eyebrow Point: 
As I release all judgments against myself… I am making room for my True Self… my True Identity… and all the joy… ease… 
happiness… and abundance I am entitled to…  In order to receive the blessings… that are already mine… I must abandon all 
judgments… against myself and others… Let the Truth correct every unhealed thought I have… I choose to see only light & 
innocence within everyone…I accept that I am worthy exactly as I am…of receiving the great happiness that God Wills for me. 
 

Side of the Eye: 
I release all the roots…and all the causes…of all judgments against myself… I am not my past…I am not mistakes…I am not 
my wrong decisions…I am not my failures…or the false image I made up…I will keep all the wisdom of everything I learned… 
& release all judgments against myself…I am willing to see the light and innocence within myself…without labels.. limits… 
blame, or any decision against myself…I am willing to reclaim my True Identity…exactly as I am, exactly as God created me. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
Today, I lay down all guilt, shame, blame & judgment against myself...I forgive myself completely…for every error… mistake… 
failure… or wrong decision… I have no desire to punish myself for any reason… I ask You God… to take this from me… and 
heal it for me… My Inner Guide cannot fail…  I am willing to be wrong… about this false image of myself … Please give me 
the Vision… to see beyond my appearance…and into the Light & Innocence…that You created within me… as my True Self.  
 

Instructions - Take several long deep breaths and feel the peace of releasing all judgments against yourself. Feel the light as 
it replaces all feelings of guilt, shame, blame, and feelings of inadequacy. You are making room for miracles and the Holy 
Spirit will not delay in showing you His gratitude. Take another deep calming breath and anchor that feeling. Next, turn inward 
to the first time you ever decided against yourself. Go back as far as you need to go. It might have been a situation, a 
conversation, a judgment against your appearance, a time you felt vulnerable or unsafe, or something else. Take in a long 
deep breath and & bring your awareness to the first time you decided against yourself. Repeat these words while you tap… 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when something happened… and I didn’t know what to do… what to think… or how to respond…  
As a result… I might have decided against myself… my safety… or my future… or my feeling of confidence… I am willing… 
to turn this over and give it to God… and allow all effects to be removed forever… I want the Truth instead of this… I reclaim 
my True Self… my right to happiness… and all the joy… love… peace…and abundance I am entitled to. 
 

Other Side of Chest: 
I am as God created me… Eternal Spirit… Dearly Loved… Deeply Cherished… and Entitled to Happiness… I am not my 
past… my mistakes… my failures… or my wrong decisions… There is no situation, event, or circumstance… that can alter 
the Truth of Who I Am… I am the Holy Child of God Himself… and there is nothing… that can take this from me.  
 

Center of the Chest: 
I reclaim the light & innocence of my True Identity…& place my future in the Hands of God... I release the past & I completely 
forgive myself… I release the false image I had about myself… along with every judgment & every criticism… I ever had 
against myself…  I reclaim my Divine Inheritance…& choose to receive all of Heaven’s Blessings…with gratitude, ease & joy. 
 

Instructions - Take a long deep cleansing breath and reclaim your freedom and your right to happiness and abundance. Allow 
peace to flow all around your heart, and extend that peace out to everything and everyone around you. Only love is real. 

 


